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This impact study will show what has been achieved across the South Somerset Area by StreetSpace Youth Project. 
Currently  we are working in Chard, Ilminster and Tatworth. Our work has consisted of detached youth work, youth 
clubs, drop-in work, group work, one to one mentoring, bushcraft and holiday  activities. We measure our work 
through a nine stage process and according to the 7 clusters of social and emotional capability. 
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They started to plan sports and activities, they liked being able to say 
what they wanted to do. They were encouraged to plan other activities 
besides sports.
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They joined the youth team as young leaders, although at first they were not very 
responsive, as the year went on they started to contribute and enjoyed leading 
some of the activities.
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Had formal discussions about spirituality and attended Bushcraft Church. The young men not only 
shared their views but encouraged others to share theirs too. They also helped to set up and clear away.
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   May 2011

The young men have been through the ‘Zine young volunteers training and have helped out with the holiday 
activities, they are also in the process of developing a social enterprise mechanics project. They have been 
taken out of their comfort zones which has helped them to lead and flourish. One of the young men also 
attended the StreetSpace national young leaders gathering in November.
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To illustrate how the 9 stage process works we have given an example below of a group of three young men 
we have worked with  since 2008.
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Older volunteers  - 4 yp
Orginal Girls Group - 20 yp

Football Group - 20 yp
Littleze - 30 yp

Older M and Ms  - 6 yp
Younger M and Ms (scooter) - 12 yp

Apprentices/ Workers (Charlie) - 12yp
Reps group (revised) - 8yp

Jocelyn Park - 10yp
High Street - 25 yp

C and the Younger Girls - 10yp
The Ashleys - 8yp

Old Skaters (Dan etc) - 15yp 
Zine -  5yp

Drop-in Group - 15yp
Drugs Group - 3yp

New Skaters Group - 2yp
Peripheral drugs group - 9yp

Spaced Out - 8yp
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How Chard groups have progressed through the 9 stages

Stages 1 - 9

YP - indicates number of young people in the group2



boys drop in - 6yp

The Gazebo Grapes ( Bieber girls) - 12yp

The Older Girls (Peer Mentors) - 3yp

Craft Girls (Core Group members) -  2yp

Year 7's (Original yr 7's - 4yp
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Tatworth
This Chart shows how the five groups of young people we have contacted from September 2012 and 
their progression through the nine stage process.

Stages 1 - 9

Percentage of time spent doing targeted 
youth work across South Somerset:
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41%

M&Ms Youth 
Consultations

Relationspace
Sex & Relationships

14%
Spaced Out

Drugs misuse work
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We work to the 7 clusters of social and emotional 
capabilities. These are:
• Resilience & Determination
• Managing feelings
• Communication
• Confidence and Agency
• Planning and problem solving
• Relationships and Leadership
• Creativity



Ilminster
This Chart shows how the four groups of young people we have contacted from January 2013 have 
progressed through the nine stage process.

Stages 1 - 9

Older Teens (ZINE) - 4yp

Established Skaters (RampFest Group) - 20yp

Fringe Skaters - 20 yp

BushCraft - 5yp
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